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Pablo Picasso. Study of a Torso, 1893-94, 

(created at age 12 or 13) 

 

There is no question that Picasso’s art 

has had a most profound impact on the 

twentieth century. While Picasso 

suggests the value of unlearning the 

academic tradition, it is important to 

remember that he had mastered its 

techniques by a very early age. His 

father, Don José Ruiz Blasco, was a 

drawing teacher and curator at a small 

museum. The young Picasso began 

drawing and painting by age seven or 

eight. By age ten, Picasso assisted his 

father, sometimes painting the minor 

elements of the elder’s canvases. Soon 

after his father became a professor at the 

art academy in Barcelona, the young 

Picasso completed the entrance 

examinations (in record time) and was 

advanced to the school’s upper-level 

program. He repeated this feat when he 

applied to the Royal Academy in Madrid. 



Left: Pablo Picasso.  

First Communion, 1896 (when 

Picasso was 15) 

 

Below: Pablo Picasso. Portrait 

of the Artist’s Mother, 1896, 

pastel 



Left: Pablo Picasso. Woman Ironing,  c. 1890, oil on canvas 

Right: Edgar Degas.  Woman Ironing, c.1876, oil on canvas 

 

Like Van Gogh had done before him, Picasso arrived in Paris determined to work 

through the avant-garde’s techniques and subjects to better understand such art. An 

example of his explorations of the achievements of contemporary art in Paris can be 

seen by comparing a painting by Degas to one by Picasso. 



It is not surprising that Picasso, the great 

draftsman, would be interested in the work 

of the “odd man out” Degas, who nearly 

alone among the Impressionists retained 

the primacy of line. In the example above, 

Picasso has infused a somewhat maudlin 

weariness to his attenuated and curiously 

sensual laborer.  

 

Still, Picasso understands Degas’s 

experimentation with abstraction. Note 

how in Degas’s image, the luminous 

negative space defined between the arms 

refuses to recede beyond the figure, 

remaining trapped instead. Likewise, 

Picasso defines and centers an almost 

identical form. Notice, too, the bowl that 

Picasso places in the lower right corner. 

Like everything in this canvas, it is roughly 

formed with a dry brush. Still, the simple 

strokes of white and dark gray that define 

the volume speak to the magical pleasure of 

rendering space, a love that Picasso carries 

with him through out his career. 



Pablo Picasso. Family of Saltimbanques, 1905, oil on canvas 



This great, early painting by Picasso portrays 

a family of saltimbanques. These are 

wandering circus performers that move from 

town to town—never truly welcome, and only 

briefly tolerated for their ability to entertain. 

  Like so many of Picasso’s early subjects 

during his so-called Blue and Rose periods in 

the first years of the twentieth century, here 

is a group of disenfranchised, alienated 

people that live on the fringes of society. This 

particular group includes characters from the 

sixteenth-century Italian performing 

tradition of commedia dell’arte. One such 

figure is the rogue wit known as the 

Harlequin, who wears a suit of multicolored 

triangles. Picasso seems to have identified 

with such characters at this time. As he often 

reminded people, he was very poor at this 

point in his career. A Spaniard in France who 

did not yet speak the language, and still an 

unknown artist only in his mid-twenties, 

Picasso might well have felt an affinity with 

itinerant outsiders such as the 

saltimbanques. 



Right: Pablo Picasso. Poor 

People on the Seashore, 1903 

 

Below: Pablo Picasso. Death of 

Casagemas, 1901 



Pablo Picasso. Portrait of Gertrude 

Stein, 1906, oil on canvas 

 

Pablo Picasso and Henri Matisse 

(1869-1954) were well versed in 

the art of the past, and both were 

seeking ways to escape its 

influence when they met circa 

1906. The meeting was arranged 

by the American avant-garde 

writer and expatriate Gertrude 

Stein, who, with her brother Leo, 

had daringly begun collecting 

Matisse’s new paintings when 

almost everyone else in Paris was 

laughing at them. As a writer, 

Stein was rearranging English 

syntax into new forms that seemed 

an outrage to all good sense. No 

wonder she loved Matisse’s 

defiantly crude figures and wild 

colors, affronting the canons of 

beauty and sensibility. 



Henri Matisse. Woman with the 

Hat, 1905 

 

In 1905, the Steins purchased 

Cézanne’s Portrait of Mme 

Cézanne and Matisse’s Woman 

with the Hat; these paintings are 

considered to be some of the 

Steins’ most monumental 

purchases as the paintings 

solidified the Steins’ reputation as 

avant-garde art collectors.   

 

In 1905, the Steins met Pablo 

Picasso.  Leo Stein bought Young 

Girl with a Basket of Flowers, 

despite Gertrude Stein’s negative 

first impression of the 

painting.  Stein eventually became 

fascinated by Picasso’s “genius and 

prophetic vision”, and during 1905 

and 1906 she posed for Picasso. 



Picasso actually completed 

the head after a trip to Spain 

in fall 1906. His reduction of 

the figure to simple masses 

and the face to a mask with 

heavy lidded eyes reflects his 

recent encounter with 

African, Roman, and Iberian 

sculpture and foreshadows 

his adoption of Cubism.  

 

He painted the head, which 

differs in style from the body 

and hands, without the 

sitter, testimony to the fact 

that it was his personal 

vision, rather than empirical 

reality, that guided his work. 

When someone commented 

that Stein did not look like 

her portrait, Picasso replied, 

"She will." 



Top: Pablo Picasso. The Dream, 1932, oil 

on canvas 

 

Below: Henri Matisse. Large Reclining 

Nude (Pink Nude), 1935, oil on canvas 

 

Matisse and Picasso didn’t like each 

other’s paintings at first, but they seemed 

to sense at once the power each had to 

challenge and stimulate the other. For the 

rest of their lives each would keep a keen 

eye on the other’s new work, provoking 

each other to paint the same subjects, 

sometimes even with the same title.  

 

There are many ways to describe their 

relationship. It could be called a rivalry, a 

dialogue, a chess game—Matisse himself 

once compared it to a boxing match. But it 

also became the abiding friendship of two 

titans who, daring to paint the ugly, 

transformed our sense of beauty in art. 



In 1905 a new generation of artist 

exhibited their paintings in Paris 

at the Salon d’Automne.  Bright, 

vivid colors seemed to burst from 

their canvases and dominate the 

exhibition space.  Forms were 

built purely from color, and 

vigorous patterns and unusual 

color combinations created 

startling effects.  To a large 

extent, they were derived from 

Gauguin’s Symbolist use of color.   

 

The critic Louis Vauxcelles 

noticed a single traditional 

sculpture in the room, and 

exclaimed, “Donatello parmi les 

fauves!” (“Donatello among the 

wild beasts!”), because the color 

and movement of the paintings 

reminded him of the jungle.  His 

term stuck, and the style of those 

pictures is still referred to as 

“Fauve.” 



Henri Matisse. The Green Line (Mme. 

Matisse), 1905 

 

Although Fauvism was short-lived, its 

impact, and that of Expressionism, laid 

the foundations of twentieth-century 

abstraction.  Henri Matisse reportedly 

said that “Fauvism is not everything, but 

it is the beginning of everything.” As 

Matisse developed, he was influenced by 

abstraction without embracing it 

completely.   

 

His sense of musical rhythm translated 

into line creates energetic, curvilinear 

biomorphic form.  On the other hand, the 

shapes and spaces of Matisse that are 

determined primarily by color, and only 

secondarily by line, are more static and 

geometric.  These two tendencies- fluid 

line and flat color- create a dynamic 

tension that persists throughout his 

career. 



Henri Matisse. The Joy of Life, 1905-6 



One of the paintings Picasso saw in 1906 was Matisse’s extraordinary synthesis of his 

fauve experiments—Le Bonheur de vivre, or The Joy of Life. It is an idyllic scene of 

reclining nudes, embracing lovers and carefree dancers. The colors are flat, the figures 

sketched in, some drawn as sensuously as Ingres’ nudes, others as boldly as Cézanne’s 

bathers. Nothing like it had ever been painted, even by Matisse. Picasso understood this 

at once and took it as a challenge.  

 

First shown at the Salon des Indépendents in 1906, Le Bonheur de vivre seemed 

incomprehensible. It was greeted, recalled Matisse’s first dealer Berthe Weill, with “an 

uproar of jeers, angry babble and screaming laughter. . . . ” 



Pablo Picasso. Les Demoiselles 

d’Avignon, 1907 

 

And in a sense, Picasso became Picasso 

because he would not let Matisse 

outshine him. Soon after seeing Le 

Bonheur de vivre, he set to work on his 

most ambitious and startling painting, 

Les Demoiselles d’Avignon. He repainted 

it over and over, using primitive masks 

and postcards of African women for 

models, drawing on Cézanne and 

Gauguin as guides, summoning all his 

will to undo the past and invent the 

future. It began as a tableau with a 

sailor surrounded by five prostitutes, all 

surprised by a student holding a skull 

entering stage right. It ended with just 

the women, their stares directed straight 

out at the viewer. As Picasso worked, he 

simplified, reducing the faces to crude 

masks, the bodies to fragmented 

fetishes, imbuing the canvas with a 

power both primitive and unimaginably 

new. 



Henri Matisse. Blue Nude, 1907, oil on canvas 

 

As Picasso was struggling with his Demoiselles, he was jolted again by Matisse, who 

exhibited his shocking Blue Nude: Memory of Biskra in 1907. Matisse had also used a 

postcard (of a nude figure) as the model, and was looking hard at Cézanne and 

Gauguin.  



With this new painting Matisse was stepping on Picasso’s toes before Picasso could 

even put his foot down. The Steins grabbed up the Blue Nude, with its misshapen 

(some critics said “reptilian”) figure reclining against a decorative background of 

palms. At the Steins, Picasso saw a young visitor from New York, writer Walter 

Pach, staring at the work. Pach later gave this account: “ ‘Does that interest you?’ 

asked Picasso. ‘In a way, yes . . . it interests me like a blow between the eyes. I don’t 

understand what he is thinking.’ ‘Neither do I,’ said Picasso. ‘If he wants to make a 

woman, let him make a woman. If he wants to make a design, let him make a design. 

This is between the two.’ ” 



Henri Matisse. Harmony in Red, 1908-9 



In Harmony in Red of 1908-9, Matisse goes beyond the thick, constructive 

brushstrokes and unusual color juxtapositions of his Fauve period.  The actual subject 

of the painting, a woman arranging a fruit bowl on a table, seems secondary to its 

formal arrangement.  

 

 Within the room, the sense of perspective has been minimized, because the table and 

wall are of the same red.  The demarcation between them is indicated not by a 

constructed illusion of space, but by a dark outline, and by the bright still life 

arrangements on the surface of the table.  The effect is reinforced by the tilting plates 

and bowls.  Linear perspective is confined to the chair at the left and the window 

frame behind it.  But, despite the flattening of the form by minimal modeling, Matisse 

endows the woman and the still life objects with a sense of volume. 



The landscape, visible through the open window, relieves the confined quality of the 

close-up, interior view.  It is related to the interior by the repetition of energetic black 

curves, which Matisse referred to as his “arabesques.” The inside curves create branch-

like forms that animate the table and wall, while those outside form branches and tree 

trunks.  Smaller arabesques define the flower stems and the outline of the woman’s 

hair. 

 

The title Harmony in Red evokes the musical abstraction of Matisse’s picture.  It refers 

to the predominant color, the flat planes of which “harmonize” the wall and table into a 

shared space. Matisse’s ability to harmonize these different modes within a static 

pictorial space represents a synthesis of three artistic currents: the Post-Impressionist 

liberation of color, the Symbolist creation of mood, and the twentieth-century trend 

toward abstraction. 



Henri Matisse. The Dance (first version), 1909 



This elegant and pleasurable painting by Matisse is important in its own right, but also 

because it influenced the Russian collector Sergei Schukin to commission another 

version (Dance II) together with Music for his house in St. Petersburg.  After seeing the 

Museum of Modern Art’s painting he wrote to the artist: “I find your panel Dance of 

such nobility that I am resolved to brave our bourgeois opinion and hang on my 

staircase a subject with nudes.” 



In Dance I of 1909, it is the figures, rather than the arabesques, who dance.  The black 

outlines define the dancers, who twist and turn, jump and stretch.  Their rhythmic, 

circular motion has been compared, in its simplicity, to dancers on the surface of a 

Greek vase.  Although the blue and green background is composed of flat colors, 

Matisse succeeds in creating a three-dimensional illusion in the dancers themselves.  

This is enhanced by the warm pinks that make the dancers appear to advance, while 

the cool background colors recede.  Although the individual movements of the dancers 

vary, together they form a harmonious continuum. 



Henri Matisse. The Dance, 1909-10 



Andre Derain. The Dance, 1906, oil on canvas 



Andre Derain (1880-1954), also a Fauve group member, worked closely with Matisse.  Like 

Matisse, Derain worked to use color to its fullest potential- for aesthetic and compositional 

coherence, to increase luminosity and to elicit emotional responses from the viewer.  The 

perspective here is flattened out, and color delineates space.  In addition, the artist 

indicated light and shadow not by differences in value, but by contrasts of hues.  Color 

expresses the picture’s content. 



Henri Matisse. The Goldfish, 1912, oil on 

canvas 

 

From around 1912, goldfish became a 

recurring subject in the work of Henri 

Matisse. They appear in no less than nine of 

his paintings, as well as in his drawings and 

prints. Goldfish, 1912 belongs to a series that 

Matisse produced between spring and early 

summer 1912. However, unlike the others, 

the focus here centers on the fish themselves. 

 

The goldfish immediately attract our 

attention due to their color. The bright orange 

strongly contrasts with the more subtle pinks 

and greens that surround the fish bowl and 

the blue-green background. Blue and orange, 

as well as green and red, are complementary 

colors and, when placed next to one another, 

appear even brighter. This technique was 

used extensively by the Fauves, and is 

particularly striking in Matisse’s earlier 

canvas Le Bonheur de vivre.  



The painting contains a tension created by 

Matisse’s depiction of space. The fish are seen 

simultaneously from two different angles. From 

the front, the goldfish are portrayed in such a 

way that the details of their fins, eyes and 

mouths are immediately recognizable to the 

viewer. Seen from above, however, the goldfish 

are merely suggested by colorful brushstrokes. 

If we then look at the plants through the 

transparent glass surface, we notice that they 

are distorted compared to the ‘real’ plants in 

the background.  

 

Matisse paints the plants and flowers in a 

decorative manner. The upper section of the 

picture, above the fish tank, resembles a 

patterned wallpaper composed of flattened 

shapes and colors. What is more, the table-top 

is tilted upwards, flattening it and making it 

difficult for us to imagine how the goldfish and 

flowerpots actually manage to remain on the 

table. Matisse constructed this original 

juxtaposition of viewpoints and spatial 

ambiguity by observing Paul Cézanne’s still-life 

paintings. 



Matisse, who often painted goldfish, was 

later described by a fellow student in 

Paris art classes of 1900 as seeing like a 

goldfish “who takes intense delight in the 

rainbow colors and forms visible through 

the distorting globe of his glass bowl, and 

who, if he could paint, would depict them 

without worrying about what they 

actually represent.”  

 

Picasso, on the other hand, insisted that 

he was painting directly from nature. “I 

always aim at the resemblance,” he told 

his friend the photographer Brassaï. In 

each case, the quotes are misleading yet 

true, because both artists were full of 

inconsistencies, and always ready to 

change what they—or other artists—had 

done before. 



Left: Pablo Picasso. Three Dancers, 

1925, oil on canvas 

Right: Henri Matisse. Nasturtiums 

with ‘The Dance’, 1912, oil on canvas 

 

Picasso’s monumental The Three 

Dancers was done in 1925 when he was 

working on the sets for the great 

Diaghilev’s Ballets Russes. Matisse 

had done the sets and costumes for a 

Diaghilev ballet a few years before, 

which irked Picasso when he heard 

about it. “Matisse!” he snapped. “What 

is a Matisse? A balcony with a big red 

flowerpot falling all over it!” 

 

But when Picasso set to work on The 

Three Dancers, he was likely looking 

over his shoulder at a painting Matisse 

had made in 1912, Nasturtiums with 

‘Dance’II. The visual analogies are 

obvious: they both distort the classic 

theme of the Three Graces, that trio of 

Greek goddesses who dispense charm 

and beauty. 



 

Picasso’s painting, however, was 

utterly savage, while Matisse’s 

retained some sense of grace. At the 

time, Picasso’s marriage to Olga, an 

ex-ballerina, was failing, and he’d 

just gotten news of an old friend’s 

death. The Three Dancers, like the 

Demoiselles, was a kind of exorcism. 

 

By the 1920s, the two painters had 

drifted apart. Matisse was ensconced 

in a hotel in Nice painting luxurious 

odalisques and drawing portraits of 

women in plumed hats. “The sun-

drenched fauve,” wrote filmmaker 

and poet Jean Cocteau of Matisse, 

“has become a Bonnard kitten.” In 

contrast, Picasso was drawing 

Minotaurs and Satyrs and painting 

stony neoclassical figures. But even 

then they kept an eye on each other. 



 

Pablo Picasso. The Dream, 1932, oil 

on canvas 

 

In the late 1920s Picasso fell in love 

with Marie-Therese Walter, a young 

woman almost Grecian in her grace. 

To paint her, Picasso found himself 

borrowing the more flowing lines, 

rounded figures and vivid colors of 

Matisse. For his part, Matisse 

continued to distill the luminosity of 

Nice in his paintings. “A little while 

ago I took a nap under an olive tree,” 

he had written in 1918 to a friend, 

“and the color harmonies I saw were 

so touching. It’s like a paradise you 

have no right to analyze, but you are 

a painter, for God’s sake! Nice is so 

beautiful! Alight so soft and tender, 

despite its brilliance.” 



Henri Matisse. The Dream, 1940, oil on canvas 

 

Though Picasso stayed in Paris and Matisse 

remained in the south during World War II, 

their respect and friendship deepened. Picasso 

looked after Matisse’s paintings, stored in a 

bank vault. Matisse, in ill health, defended 

Picasso against his critics. “This poor man,” 

Matisse wrote to his son Pierre, “is paying a 

hard price for his uniqueness. He is living in 

Paris quietly, has no wish to sell, asks for 

nothing.” 

  

Yet both men were far too prickly to keep their 

peace. At the war’s end in 1945, a major show of 

their work was held at the Victoria and Albert 

Museum in London. As he prepared for this 

exhibition, Matisse wrote in a notebook: 

“Tomorrow, Sunday, at 4 o’clock, visit from 

Picasso. As I’m expecting to see him tomorrow, 

my mind is at work. I’m doing this propaganda 

show in London with him. I can imagine the 

room with my pictures on one side, and his on 

the other. It’s as if I were going to cohabit with 

an epileptic.” 



Ernst Ludwig Kirchner. Self-Portrait with 

Model, c.1910  

 

The German counterpart to Fauvism was Die 

Brücke (‘The Bridge’), which formed in the 

same year the Fauves were named.  In 1905 

three architecture students at the Dresden 

Technical College- Karl Schmidt-Rottluff (1884-

1976), Erich Heckel (1883-1970), and Ernst 

Ludwig Kirchner (1880-1938)- decided to take 

up painting and form a brotherhood. For the 

next eight years they lived and worked 

together.   

 

For the next eight years they lived and worked 

together.  Their collective name was taken from 

a passage in Nietzsche’s Thus Spake 

Zarathustra (1883) in which the prophet 

Zarathustra speaks of contemporary 

humanity’s potential to be the evolutionary 

“bridge” to be a more perfect specimen of the 

future, the Ubermensch (“beyond man,” but 

usually translated as “superman”).  



Ernst Ludwig Kirchner. Street, 

Berlin, 1913 

 

The images they made of cities, 

especially Berlin, offer powerful 

arguments against living there.  

Kirchner’s Street, Berlin, for 

example, forcefully demonstrates 

the isolation that can occur in cities.   

 

Although physically close, the well-

dressed men and women are 

psychologically distant.  And instead 

of becoming a larger formal unit, 

they are presented as a series of 

independent vertical elements, an 

accumulation of isolated individuals, 

not a tight-knit community.   

 

The angular, brittle shapes and the 

sharp contrast of predominantly cool 

colors formally underscore the 

message. 



Ernst Ludwig Kirchner. Street, Dresden, 1908 

 

The members of Die Brücke modernized both the spiritual abstraction of medieval art, 

and the geometric esthetic of African and Oceanic art, by integrating them with the 

mechanical forms of the city.  Expressionist color was typically brilliant and exuberant, 

and further energized by harsh, angular shapes. 



Ernst Ludwig Kirchner. Five Women in the Street, 

1913 

 

What made it possible for modernists like Kirchner 

to endure such conditions was their collective belief 

that they lived not in Berlin or Paris or New York but 

in bohemia, a cultural space uncontaminated by the 

ordinary conditions of those cities.  The term 

bohemian was originally used during the 1830s in 

Paris to describe certain Gypsies (the Romany 

people, wrongly thought to have originated in 

Bohemia, a region of central Europe)_ who lived 

within a modern urban environment while 

maintaining a separate cultural identity.   

 

The term was then applied to young artists and 

writers who wanted the advantages of a cultural 

center without its crass, materialist, “bourgeois” (or 

middle-class) trappings.  They were opposed to the 

new mass-produced thins, like the ready-to-wear 

suits in Atget’s Magasin, Avenue des Gobelins, which 

they considered shoddy and ugly, as well as to what 

they believed to be the bourgeoisie’s appalling lack of 

interest in the life of the spirit and the mind. 



Ernst Ludwig Kirchner. Self-Portrait as a Soldier, 1915, oil on canvas 

 

Painted in 1915, Kirchner's Self-Portrait as a Soldier documents the artist's fear that 

the war would destroy his creative powers and in a broader sense symbolizes the 

reactions of the artists of his generation who suffered the kind of physical and mental 

damage Kirchner envisaged in this painting. 

 

In October 1915 he was declared unfit for duty after a physical and mental collapse. He 

suffered from morbid fears of persecution and was several times hospitalized. 



Soon after this moment, however, Kirchner 

was declared unfit for service (due to general 

weakness and lung problems) and was sent 

to recuperate in Halle on the Saale. He 

painted the Self-Portrait as a Soldier during 

this reprieve; a "metaphorical 

autobiography," it reveals his unshakeable, 

almost pathological, fear of the effects of war 

on himself as an artist and a human being.  

 

In the Oberlin painting Kirchner depicts 

himself in the uniform of the Mansfelder 

Feldartillerieregiment Nr. 75 in Halle/Saale. 

His face is drawn, a cigarette hangs loosely 

from between his lips, and his eyes remain 

unseeing and empty, without pupils and 

with the iris reflecting the blue of his 

uniform. The lost right hand and bloody 

stump stand for a terrible litany of losses: of 

his ability to paint, and of his creativity, 

artistic vision, and inspiration. In a larger 

sense, Kirchner also expresses anxiety for 

his potency and manhood. 



Ernst Ludwig Kirchner. The Drinker,  

1915, oil on canvas 

 

There is little compositional connection 

between the artist and the nude woman 

seen behind him; earlier self-portraits, on 

the other hand--the Self-Portrait at Dawn, 

a lithograph of 1906, or Self-Portrait with 

Model, an oil painting of 1907 --are 

dominated by an erotic tension between 

the model and the artist. In those works 

the artist paints confidently while smoking 

a pipe. In the Oberlin self-portrait, the 

model and canvas function as quotations 

from a past that had become completely 

irrelevant in the face of the artist's 

mutilation.  

 

Another important self-portrait from this 

period, The Drinker, was painted in 1915 

in Kirchner's Berlin studio, before he was 

sent to Halle. This self-portrait conveys 

Kirchner's despair about his situation, a 

despair that turned into horror in the 

Oberlin painting.  



The painting shows Kirchner dressed in a 

uniform but instead of standing on a 

battlefield (or another military context), he 

is standing in his studio with an amputated, 

bloody arm and a nude model behind him. It 

is in this contrast between the artist’s 

clothing and studio space that we can read a 

complicated coming of age for an idealistic 

young artist. 

 

The severed hand in Self-Portrait As a 

Soldier is not a literal injury, but a 

metaphor. This differentiates it in important 

ways from other depictions of wartime 

amputees, such as Dix’s many 

representations of wounded veterans 

designed to shame politicians with a 

grotesque view of the soldiers who were 

abandoned when they were no longer 

considered “useful” to the nation. Kirchner’s 

is a metaphoric, self-amputation—a 

potential injury, not to the body—but to his 

identity as an artist. 



Käthe Kollwitz. Memorial Sheet of Karl Liebknecht, 1919-20, woodcut heightened 

with white and black ink 



In the political turmoil after the First World War, many artists turned to making 

prints instead of paintings. The ability to produce multiple copies of the same image 

made printmaking an ideal medium for spreading political statements. German artist 

Käthe Kollwitz worked almost exclusively in this medium and became known for her 

prints that celebrated the plight of the working-class.  

 

The artist rarely depicted real people, though she frequently used her talents in 

support of causes she believed in. This work, In Memoriam Karl Liebknecht was 

created in 1920 in response to the assassination of Communist leader Karl Liebknecht 

during an uprising of 1919. This work is unique among her prints, and though it 

memorializes the man, it does so without advocating for his ideology. 



From the end of the First World War in late 1918 to the 

founding of the Weimar Republic (the representative 

democracy that was the German government between the two 

World Wars) in August 1919, Germany went through a period 

of social and political upheaval. During this time, Germany 

was led by a coalition of left-wing forces with Marxist 

sympathies, the largest of which was the Social Democratic 

Party of Germany (SPD). Other, more radical groups were 

grappling for control of Germany at the same time, including 

the newly founded German Communist Party (KPD). 

 

The Socialists and Communists both wanted to eliminate 

Capitalism and establish communal control over the means of 

production, but while the Socialists believed that the best way 

to achieve that goal was to work step by step from within the 

Capitalist structure, the Communists called for an immediate 

and total social revolution that would put governmental power 

in the hands of the workers. In this spirit, the KPD staged an 

uprising in Berlin in January 1919. Military units called in by 

the SPD suppressed the uprising and captured two of the 

leaders, Karl Liebknecht and Rosa Luxemburg. Liebknecht 

and Luxemburg were murdered while in custody on January 

15, 1919. Their deaths struck a chord across the left-wing 

landscape and they were widely celebrated as martyrs to the 

Communist cause. 



Kollwitz was not a Communist, and even acknowledged that the SPD (generally more 

cautious and pacifist than the KPD), would have been better leaders. But she had 

heard Liebknecht speak and admired his charisma, so when the family asked her to 

create a work to memorialize him she agreed. 

 

Memorial Sheet of Karl Liebknecht is in the style of a lamentation, a traditional motif 

in Christian art depicting the followers of Christ mourning over his dead body, casting 

Liebknecht as the Christ figure. The iconography would have been easily recognizable 

by the masses who were the artist’s intended audience. 



Kollwitz’s In Memoriam Karl Liebknecht focuses not on the man himself, but on the 

workers who had put their faith in him,. The focus on those broadly affected, rather 

than those in the spotlight is a constant theme in the artist’s work, reflected in her 

most famous works from the War cycle, which depict not the soldiers or the fighting, 

but the suffering of the women and children left behind and starving.  



The top section is densely packed with 

figures. Their faces are well modeled and 

have interesting depth in themselves, 

but the sense of space is very compressed 

– the heads push to the foreground and 

are packed into every available corner of 

space. 

 

Above the bending mourner, a woman 

holds her baby up to see over the heads 

of those in front of them. Women and 

children were a central concern of 

Kollwitz’s work, making her a unique 

voice in a creative environment 

dominated by young men (in fact, 

Kollwitz was the first woman to be 

admitted into the Prussian Academy). 



Käthe Kollwitz. The Outbreak from 

the Peasants War series, 1903, 

etching 

 

Kollwitz preferred printmaking 

because its affordability gave it the 

potential to reach a wide audience. 

Between 1902 and 1908, she produced 

a series of seven etchings showing the 

sixteenth-century German Peasants’ 

War. The Outbreak, a lesson in the 

power of group action, portrays the 

ugly fury of the peasants as they 

charge forward only with their tools, 

bent on revenge against their 

oppressors for years of abuse. 

 

The faces of the two figures at the 

front of the charge are particularly 

grotesque, while the leader, Black 

Anna- whom Kollwitz modeled on 

herself- signals the attack with a 

fierce gesture, her arms silhouetted 

against the sky.  



Max Beckmann. The Night, 1918-9 



Max Beckmann. Self-Portrait with Red 

Scarf, 1917 

 

Max Beckmann (February 12, 1884 – 

December 28, 1950) was a German painter, 

draftsman, printmaker, sculptor, and 

writer. Although he is classified as an 

Expressionist artist, he rejected both the 

term and the movement. In the 1920s, he 

was associated with the New Objectivity 

(Neue Sachlichkeit), an outgrowth of 

Expressionism that opposed its introverted 

emotionalism. 

 

Max Beckmann was born into a middle-

class family in Leipzig, Saxony. From his 

youth he pitted himself against the old 

masters. His traumatic experiences of  

World War I, in which he served as a medic, 

coincided with a dramatic transformation of 

his style from academically correct 

depictions to a distortion of both figure and 

space, reflecting his altered vision of 

himself and humanity. 



Beckmann enjoyed great success and 

official honors during the Weimar Republic. 

In 1925 he was selected to teach a master 

class at the Städelschule Academy of Fine 

Art in Frankfurt.   

 

His fortunes changed with the rise to power 

of Adolf Hitler, whose dislike of Modern Art 

quickly led to its suppression by the state. 

In 1933, the Nazis called Beckmann a 

"cultural Bolshevik” and dismissed him 

from his teaching position at the Art School 

in Frankfurt. In 1937 more than 500 of his 

works were confiscated from German 

museums, and several of these works were 

put on display in the notorious “Degenerate 

Art”  exhibition in Munich. For ten years, 

Beckmann lived in poverty in self-imposed 

exile in Amsterdam, failing in his desperate 

attempts to obtain a visa for the US. In 

1944 the Germans attempted to draft him 

into the army, despite the fact that the 

sixty-year-old artist had suffered a heart 

attack. 



Left: Degenerate Art exhibition catalogue, 1937, showing Otto Freundlich’s 

sculpture The New Man 

Right: Hubert Lanzinger. The Flag Bearer, after 1933 



Ivo Saliger. The Judgment of Paris, 1939 



Right: Adolf Wamper. Genius of 

Victory, 1940 

Below: Albert Janesch. Water 

Sport, 1936 (detail) 



In this post-World War I painting, known as The Night, three men appear to 

invade a small, cramped room, where they terrorize the scene. To the left, a 

man is hung by one of the intruders, and his arm twisted by another. A 

woman, seemingly the man's wife, is bound to one of the room's supports 

after having been raped. To the right, the child is about to be taken away by 

one of the intruders—note the feet near the top right hand corner. 



Max Beckmann, like other 

artists associated with Neue 

Sachlichkeit, enlisted in the 

German army and originally 

rationalized World War I. 

Initially, Beckmann believed 

war could cleanse the 

individual and society. After 

experiencing the widespread 

destruction and horror of the 

war, however, he became 

disillusioned with war and 

rejected the glory of military 

service. The Night's illogical 

composition relays post-war 

disillusionment and the artist's 

confusion over the “... society 

he saw descending into 

madness.” Although The Night 

does not directly depict a 

specific battle or war scene, 

the image is considered one of 

the most poignant and seminal 

pieces of post-war art. 



Author Stephan Lackner writes: 

 

“But Beckmann sees no purpose in the suffering he shows; there is no glory 

for anybody, no compensation, ... Beckmann blames human nature as such, 

and there seems to be no physical escape from this overwhelming self-

accusation. Victims and aggressors alike are cornered. There is no exit.” 



Max Beckmann. Departure, 1932-5 



Although Beckmann denied that Departure carried any specific political content, the 

painting has come to be seen as one of the emblematic artistic responses to Hitler’s 

Germany. It was begun at the time that the Nazis fired Beckmann from his professorship 

at the Frankfurt Art Academy, and presages his forced emigration. Departure is the first 

of Beckmann’s several major paintings in the form of a triptych, a three-part format that 

recalls medieval or Renaissance altarpieces.  



Indeed, the elaborate narrative juxtaposes scenes of sin and salvation, but what makes 

the painting modern is the deliberate ambiguity of its iconography. When the New York 

City art dealer who bought the painting in 1937 wrote to Beckmann to say that his 

visitors wanted specific explanations of the images, the artist replied that if that were 

essential he should "take the picture away or send it back." 



Although the painting fuses personal and social allegory, Departure is more obviously 

about social cruelty -- the violence human beings do to each other, presumably in the 

name of ideology, as the torture chamber in the left panel indicates. There is another 

kind of torture chamber in the right panel, where an upside-down man, his hands tied 

behind his back, is tied to a woman, who nonetheless is able to walk.  

 

n the center panel, we see the Fisher King, a medieval symbol of Christ, the fisher of 

men. Presumably even the torturers in the left and right panels can be saved, as the fish 

associated with them suggest. 



The couple and infant, who clearly symbolize Mary, the Christ Child and Joseph 

(traditionally hidden behind them, to emphasize his secondary role) --  Beckmann 

frequently uses religious symbolism to mythologize a contemporary situation, deepening 

and universalizing its meaning -- are accompanied not only by the Fisher King, but by 

another man, who is much more sinister and hostile, as the helmet hiding his eyes, the 

way the vizor hides the bellboy's eyes in the right panel, suggests. He is probably the 

oarsman -- he stands next to the oar -- but he is also a warrior. 



Clearly he is at odds with the Fisher King, who gestures towards the peaceful world 

beyond the sea (although he points in a different direction than the child, thus 

suggesting uncertainty about which way to go). His robe is blue and he wears a yellow 

crown, while the warrior has a gray helmet and red robe. The warrior looks toward the 

Fisher King threateningly, while the Fisher King looks out to the open sea, unaware of 

the warrior's glance.  

 

The center panel is a more subtle kind of torture chamber than the two side panels: The 

warrior is about to lift his right hand -- rather grotesquely large -- to attack the Fisher 

King. The  warrior's hand is in the same position as the much smaller, more delicate 

hand of the mother, as though threatening her with violence. The warrior stands to the 

Fisher King the way Judas stands to Christ. 



Otto Dix. Self-Portrait, 1912 

 

Wilhelm Heinrich Otto Dix (2 

December 1891 – 25 July 1969) 

was a German painter and 

printmaker, noted for his ruthless 

and harshly realistic depictions of 

Weimar society and the brutality 

of war. He is widely considered 

one of the most important artists 

of the Neue Sachlichkeit.  

 

When the First World War 

erupted, Dix enthusiastically 

volunteered for the German Army. 

He was assigned to a field artillery 

regiment in Dresden. In the fall of 

1915 he was assigned as an officer 

of a machine-gun unit in the 

Western front and took part in the 

Battle of the Somme.   



Top left: Otto Dix House in Gera. The 

artist's birthplace opened as a museum 

in 1991 

Bottom left: Stormtroops Advancing 

Under Gas, etching and aquatint by Otto 

Dix, 1924 

 

In August of 1918 he was wounded in the 

neck, and shortly after he took pilot 

training lessons. He was discharged of 

service in December 1918. 

Dix was profoundly affected by the sights 

of the war, and would later describe a 

recurring nightmare in which he crawled 

through destroyed houses. He 

represented his traumatic experiences in 

many subsequent works, including a 

portfolio of fifty etchings called Der 

Krieg, published in 1924. 



The idea of experiencing the “depths of 

life” stemmed from Dix’s interest in 

the philosophy of Friedrich Nietzsche.  

In particular, Dix avidly read 

Nietzsche’s The Joyous Science (or The 

Gay Science), deriving from it a belief 

in life’s cyclical nature- procreation 

and death, building up and tearing 

down, and growth and decay.  

 

The book is usually placed within 

Nietzsche's middle period, during 

which his work extolled the merits of 

science, skepticism, and intellectual 

discipline as routes to mental freedom. 



Otto Dix. The War (detail), 1929-32 



This work vividly captures the panoramic devastation that war inflicts, both on the 

terrain and on humans.  In the left panel, armed and uniformed soldiers march off 

into the distance.  Dix graphically displayed the horrific results in the center and 

right panels, where mangled bodies, many riddled with bullet holes, are scattered 

throughout.  Dix significantly chose to present this sequence of images in a triptych 

format, and the work recalls triptychs such as Matthias Grünewald’s Isenheim 

Altarpiece. 



Matthias Grünewald, Isenheim Altarpiece, First view 

(Crucifixion), c. 1512–15,  



Otto Dix. Cardplaying War-Cripples, 

1920 

 

At the time disabled veterans described 

themselves as memorials, or “special 

representatives of the dead.” The disabled 

veteran was noticeably present in works 

by Otto Dix which depicts disabled men 

with wooden limbs. Prosthetics were so 

essential for returning veterans that in 

1916 the German Association of Engineers 

held a contest for designs of artificial 

arms. By war’s end, there were thirty 

types of arms and fifty legs in production.  

 

War Cripples may have been Dix’s 

attempts to banish the past. He wrote, 

“All art is exorcism. I paint dreams and 

visions too; the dreams and visions of my 

time. . . . Painting is the effort to produce 

order; order in yourself. There is much 

chaos in me, much chaos in our time.”  



When Hitler came into power in 1933, his 

government considered Dix’s paintings 

antimilitary and contrived for him to lose 

his teaching position at the Dresden 

Academy.  

 

The dismissal letter claimed that Dix’s 

artwork “threatened to sap the will of the 

German people to defend themselves.” 

Several of his paintings were destroyed by 

the Nazis shortly after.  

 

In 1939 the artist was accused of 

conspiring to kill Hitler. He was arrested, 

but eventually the charges were dropped 

and he was released.  

 

During the Second World War, he was 

conscripted and forced into the German 

Army. He was captured while serving and 

was held in a prisoner-of-war camp until 

the end of the war.  



George Grosz (1893 –1959) was a 

German artist known especially 

for his caricatural drawings of 

Berlin life in the 1920s. He was a 

prominent member of the Berlin 

Dada and New Objectivity group 

during the Weimar Republic before 

he emigrated to the United States 

in 1933. 

 

Bitterly anti-Nazi, Grosz left 

Germany shortly before Hitler 

came to power. In June 1932, he 

accepted an invitation to teach the 

summer semester at the Art 

Students League of New York. In 

October 1932, Grosz returned to 

Germany, but on January 12, 1933 

he and his family emigrated to 

America. 



George Grosz. Grey Day, 1921 

 

In Grey Day, a worker, maimed 

soldier, business man, and a fourth 

figure stand are set amid a factory 

setting. The human figures are given 

exaggeratedly different features; while 

the soldier is more or less realistically 

portrayed, the worker is faceless--a 

mere geometry.  

 

The two walking figures move in direct 

lines to the left and right of the 

canvas, and though the scene has 

depth, it is accomplished despite the 

flatness of these movements. The 

flatness of these characters is most 

bluntly put by the businessman in the 

foreground, who has no depth. Set 

amid the factoryscape, these figures 

and their apparent incongruity to each 

other is disturbing. 



George Grosz. Eclipse of the Sun, 1926, oil 

on canvas 

 

From 1947 to 1959, George Grosz lived in 

Huntington, New York where he taught 

painting at the Huntington Township Art 

League. It is said by locals that he used 

what was to become his most famous 

painting, Eclipse of the Sun, to pay for a car 

repair bill, in his relative penury.  

 

The painting was later acquired by house 

painter Tom Constantine to settle a debt of 

$104.00. The Heckscher Museum of Art in 

Huntington purchased the painting in 1968 

for $15,000.00, raising the money by public 

subscription. As Eclipse of the Sun portrays 

the warmongering of arms manufacturers, 

this painting became a destination of 

protesters of the Viet Nam War in 

Heckscher Park (where the museum is 

sited) in the late 1960s and early 70s. 



George Grosz. Fit for Active Service,  

1916-7, pen and ink on paper 

 

Fit for Active Service depicts a bare 

skeleton being judged as physically fit 

for conscription (the military doctor 

declares: “KV,” which abbreviates 

kriegsdienst-verwendugsfähig, or “fit for 

active service”). The German soldiers 

and military doctors around the 

conscript are well-rounded, some with 

dispositions of indifference, some 

grinning. The industrial smokestacks in 

the background windows are 

characteristic of Modernist and avant-

garde art, symbolic of the social 

disillusion associated with rapid 

industrialization and urbanization. The 

military doctor dons the Iron Cross, a 

military medal awarded for bravery and 

leadership, debased by its often wide 

and undeserved distribution during the 

First World War. 



The cartoon-like nature of the 

piece carried political and social 

overtones. Grosz drew what is 

essentially a sketch, alluding to 

the primitive nature of 

conscription. Some of the 

surrounding soldiers are drawn 

in the composite view, again 

suggesting the overt 

superficialness of war and 

society. 

 

 The simplicity of the line 

drawing “contributes to the 

directness and immediacy of the 

work, which scathingly portrays 

the German Army.” The cartoon 

gains credibility by including a 

tone of malicious humor, despite 

the traumatic and horrible 

subject matter, and it also 

establishes the viewer as a 

passive observer, perhaps as one 

of the German soldiers. 



George Grosz. Blood is the Best Sauce, 1919 



CHALLENGING TRADITION:  
 

FAUVISM and GERMAN EXPRESSIONISM: 

(Matisse, Kirchner, Kollwitz, Beckmann, and Grosz)  

ACTIVITIES and REVIEW 



STUDENT PRESENTATION #1: 

 

After completing your research on these paintings by Henri Matisse, devise a question 

to present to and answer for the class. Create a five-point rubric in which a ten-minute 

response might be formally assessed. You may choose to address either work or both.  



STUDENT PRESENTATION #2: 

 

After completing your research on these works by Ernst Ludwig Kirchner and Käthe 

Kollwitz, devise a question to present to and answer for the class. Create a five-point 

rubric in which a ten-minute response might be formally assessed. You may choose to 

address either work or both.  


